Aims. By using the full span of multicolor data on a representative sample of first overtone RR Lyrae stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) we revisit the problem of the incidence rate of the amplitude/phase-modulated (Blazhko) stars. Methods. Multicolor data, obtained by the MAssive Compact Halo Objects (MACHO) project, are utilized through a periodogram averaging method.
Introduction
Current analyses of the databases of the microlensing projects MACHO and OGLE (Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment) have led to a substantial increase in our knowledge on the frequency of the amplitude/phase-modulated RR Lyrae (Blazhko [BL] 1 ) stars. Moskalik & Poretti (2003) analyzed the OGLE-I data on 215 RR Lyrae stars in the Galactic Bulge. They found incidence rates for the fundamental (RR0) and first overtone (RR1) Blazhko stars of 23% and 5%, respectively. A similar analysis by Mizerski (2003) on a much larger dataset from the OGLE-II database yielded 20% and 7%, respectively. These rates, at least for the RR0 stars, are very similar to the ones suggested some time ago by Szeidl (1988) from the various past analyses of rather limited data on Galactic field and globular cluster stars. One gets smaller rates by analyzing the RR Lyrae stars in the Magellanic Clouds. Based on the OGLE-II observations of a sample of 514 stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), in a preliminary study, Soszyński et al. (2002) obtained the same rate of 10% both for the RR0 and RR1 stars. In a similar study on a very large sample containing 7110 RR Lyrae stars in the LMC, Soszyński et al. (2003) derived 15% and 6% for the RR0 and RR1 stars, respectively. In earlier studies on the same galaxy, based on the observations of the MACHO project, Alcock et al. (2000 Alcock et al. ( , 2003 , hereafter A00 and A03, respectively) got rates of 12% and 4% for the above two classes of variables. One may attempt to relate these incidence rates to the metallicities of the various populations (e.g., Moskalik & Poretti 2003) , but the relation (if it exists) is certainly not a simple one (Kovács 2005; Smolec 2005 ).
Except for the SMC, all investigations indicate much lower incidence rates for RR1−BL stars than for RR0−BL ones. It is believed that the cause of this difference is internal, i.e., due to real difference in physics and can not be fully accounted for by the possibly smaller modulation amplitudes of the RR1 stars. Since this observation may have important consequences on any future modeling of the BL phenomenon, we decided to reanalyze the MACHO database and utilize all available observations (i.e., full time span two color data). In Sect. 2 we summarize the basic parameters of the datasets and some details of the analysis. Section 3 describes our method for frequency spectrum averaging. The important question of the longest de- 6.5 700 'r', 'b' #2 7.5 900 'r', 'b'
Notes: T tot = average total time span [yr] ; N d = average number of datapoints per variable; Colors: MACHO instrumental magnitudes, see Alcock et al. (1999) tectable BL period from the present dataset and the concomitant problem of variable classification are dealt with in Sect. 4. Analysis of the RR1 stars with their resulting classifications will be presented in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6 we summarize our main results with a brief discussion of the current state of the field.
Data, method of analysis
For comparative purpose, in the first part of our analysis, we use the same dataset as the one employed by A00. Our final results are based on the full dataset spanning ∼ 7.5 years. Basic properties of these two sets are listed in Table 1 . Both sets contain the same 1354 stars and cover the fields # 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 47, 80, 81 and 82 , sampling basically the LMC bar region. Because the selection of the stars was made earlier on simple preliminary criteria such as period and color, some variables, other than first overtone RR Lyrae stars, were also included. Fortunately, the number of these other variables is only 22, that is small relative to the full sample. We employed a standard Discrete Fourier Transform method by following the implementation of Kurtz (1985) . All analyses were performed in the [0, 6] d −1 band with 150000 frequency steps, ensuring an ample sampling of the spectrum line profiles even for the longest time series. The search for the secondary frequencies was conducted through successive prewhitenings in the time domain. The first step of it consisted of the subtraction of the main pulsation component together with its harmonics up to order three. In all cases the frequency of the given component was made more accurate by direct least squares minimization. When the two colors were used simultaneously, we allowed different amplitudes and phases for the two colors and minimized the harmonic mean of the standard deviations of the respective residuals. Although somewhat arbitrarily, we considered the harmonic mean as a useful function for taking into account differences in the data quality.
For the characterization of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the frequency spectra we use the following expression
where A p is the amplitude at the highest peak in the spectrum, A ν is the average of the spectrum and σ A ν is its standard deviation, computed by an iterative 4σ clipping.
Spectrum Averaging Method (SAM)
Unlike OGLE, where measurements are taken mostly in the I c band (e.g., Udalski, Szymański & Kubiak, M. 1997) , the MACHO database has roughly equal number of measurements in two different colors for the overwhelming majority of the objects (e.g., Alcock et al. 1999) . This property of the MACHO database enables us to devise a method that uses both colors for increasing the signal detection probability.
It is clear that simple averaging of the time series of the different color bands cannot work, because: (a) the two time series are systematically different due to the difference in colors; (b) sampling may be different for hardware, weather or other reasons. Therefore, we are resorted to some spectrum averaging method that uses the frequency spectra of the two time series rather than their directly measured values. Obviously, SAM is also affected by the time series properties mentioned above. However, this effect is a weaker, because: (i) we are interested in the positions of the peaks in the spectra and these are the same whatever colors are used; (ii) spectral windows are similar, unless the samplings of the two time series are drastically different. As an example for the fulfilment of this latter condition for the MACHO data, in Fig. 1 we show the spectral windows in the two colors in one representative case. In order to optimize noise suppressing, we compute the summed spectrum by weighting the individual spectra by the inverse of their variances
where R i and B i are the amplitude spectra of the 'r' and 'b' data, σ r and σ b are the standard deviations of the spectra.
Before we discuss the signal detection capability of SAM, it is necessary to give significance levels for periodic signal detection when using the present dataset. Perhaps the simplest way of doing this is to perform a large number of numerical simulations and derive an empirical distribution function of SNR. For this goal we generated pure Gaussian noise on the observed time base of 10 randomly selected stars. For each object we generated 1000 different realizations and computed the frequency spectra in our standard frequency band of [0, 6] d −1 . The empirical distribution function was derived from the 10000 SNR values computed on these spectra. Figure 2 shows the resulting functions for the single color and SAM spectra. For further reference, the 1% significance levels are at 6.9 and 6.5 for the single color and SAM spectra, respectively. All signals that have lower SNR values than these, are considered to be not detected in the given time series. The lower cutoff for the SAM spectra is the result of the averaging of independent spectra which also results in a greater number of independent points in the SAM spectra and concomitantly, in a slightly different shape of the distribution functions (see also Kovács, Zucker & Mazeh 2002) . In turning to the signal detection efficiency of SAM, we note the following. At very low SNR we expect no improvement by applying SAM, because the optimally achievable noise suppression is insufficient for the signal to emerge from the noise. In the other extreme, when the the signal is strong, the improvement is expected to be minimal and secure detection is possible without employing SAM. In order to verify this scenario, we conducted tests with artificial data. The result of one of these tests is shown in Fig. 3 . The test data were generated on the 7.5 year time base given by the variable 10.3434.936. The signal consisted of a simple sinusoidal with a period of 0.278 d and amplitude A, where A was chosen to be the same in both colors and changed in 100 steps between 0.01 and 0.3 to scan different SNR values. At each value of the amplitude we added Gaussian noise of σ = 0.11 to the signal. This procedure was repeated for 100 different realizations. At each color and amplitude we computed the average and standard deviation of the SNR values obtained from these 100 realizations. In order to characterize the gain by employing SAM, we also computed the ratio of the SNR values (R SNR ) as derived from the single color data and by the application of SAM.
0
. Shortand long-dashed lines show the 1% noise probability levels at SNR = 6.9 and SNR = 6.5, corresponding to the single-color and SAM spectra, respectively (see also text and Fig. 2 for further details).
We see from Fig. 3 that there is a region where the signal has too low amplitude to be detected in the single color data, but not low enough to remain hidden in the SAM spectra. This is the most interesting amplitude/noise regime, where the application of SAM results in new discoveries. At higher amplitudes SAM leads 'only' to an increase in SNR. It is seen that the maximum increase in SNR is at around √ 2, as expected from elementary considerations.
In order to show non-test examples for the signal detection efficiency of SAM, in Figs. 4 and 5 we exhibit the method at Notes: N 1 = number of single-periodic variables; N 2 = number of multi-periodic variables work for the observed data of two variables. In both cases the single color data are insufficient for detection, but the combined spectra show clearly the presence of the signal. Upper and middle panels show the frequency spectra for the 'r' and 'b' data, whereas the lower one exhibits the SAM result. The MACHO star identification number is shown at the top, whereas the SNR values are given in the corresponding panels. All spectra are displayed in the same (arbitrary) scale.
By analyzing all the 1354 variables of set #1 we can count the number of cases when significant components are found after the first prewhitening. The result of this exercise is shown in Table 2 . We see that there is a strong support of the obvious assumption that application of two color data significantly increases the detection probability of faint signals. The gain is 18% relative to the best single color detection rate. 
The phenomenological definition of the BL stars -Separation of the BL and PC variables
The current loose definition of the BL stars relies purely on the type of the frequency spectra of their light or radial velocity variations. Usually those RR Lyrae stars are called BL variables that exhibit closely spaced peaks in their frequency spectra. Although most of the variables classified as type BL contain only one or two symmetrically spaced peaks at the main pulsation component, complications arise when, after additional prewhitenings, significant components remain, or, when the prewhitening is ambiguous, due to the closeness of the secondary components. There are two basic cases of complication: (i) the remnant components are not well-separated and few successive prewhitenings do not lead to a complete elimination of the secondary components; (ii) we have several well-defined additional peaks, whose pattern is different from the ones usually associated with the BL phenomenon (single-sided for BL1 and symmetrically spaced for BL2 patterns). Case (i) can be considered as a consequence of some nonstationarity in the data, leading to a nearly continuous spectral representation, whereas case (ii) can be related perhaps to some modulation of more complicated type than that of the BL phenomenon. In order to make the phenomenological classification of variable types as clear as possible, supported by the test to be presented below, we adopt the following definitions:
PC (period changing stars): Close components (i.e., the ones that are close to the main pulsation frequency) cannot be eliminated within three prewhitenening cycles, or, if they can, their separation from the main pulsation component is less than ∼ 1/T , where T is the total time 
Notes: Signal form: x(t) = (1 + A(t)) sin(ω(t)t + ϕ(t)); ω 0 = 2π/P 0 ; P 0 = 0.377; Ω = 2π/P BL ; P BL = BL period; AM=amplitude modulation; PM=phase modulation; FM=frequency modulation; PC=secular frequency change; Φ, Ψ, Γ are arbitrary constant phases.
span. Furthermore, except for possible harmonics, there are no other significant components in the spectra. BL (Blazhko stars): There is either only one or two symmetrically spaced close components on both sides of the main pulsation frequency. After the second or third prewhitenings, except for possible harmonics, no significant pattern remains or the pattern is of type PC. MC (stars with closely spaced multiple frequency components): All close components are well-separated (i.e., frequency distances are greater than ∼ 1/T ) and, except if there are only two secondary components on one side of the main pulsation frequency, more than three prewhitenings are necessary to eliminate all of them.
We note that possible appearance of instrumental effects (i.e., peaks at integer d −1 frequencies) is disregarded in the above classification. Class MC is equivalent to class νM used in A00 and A03. Here the new notation is merely aimed at simplification on the occasion of the above definition. Furthermore, in the previous works, variables with "dominantly" BL2 structures were included in class BL2. Now the above scheme puts them among the MC stars.
Based on the following test, we note that below frequency separations less than ∼ 1.5/T , distinction among the above types becomes more ambiguous, because in the simple prewhitening technique followed in this paper, the result will depend on the phase of the modulation.
In order to substantiate the above definitions, here we examine in more detail how we can distinguish between the PC and BL phenomena based solely on the properties of the prewhitened spectra.
We use the time distribution of arbitrarily selected stars to generate artificial time series with modulated signal parameters given in Table 3 . We see that the chosen types of modulation cover nearly all basic cases in the lowest order approximation (i.e., single main pulsation component with frequency ω 0 , linear period change, etc.). No noise is added, because we are interested in differences caused by the various non-stationary components in the residual spectra, after prewhitened by the pulsation component. Nevertheless, noise plays an important role at low modulation levels, but a more detailed study of the complicated problem of non-stationary signal classification in the presence of noise is out of the scope of the present work.
The same pulsation period of 0.377 d is used for 10 randomly selected stars. For each star, we scan the modulation frequency Ω and the rate of period change β at fixed values of all the other parameters. Amplitudes are adjusted to get modulation levels that are 20% of the peak of the main pulsation component in the frequency spectra. Parameter β is changed in the range of (1-12) × 10 −8 , yielding modulation levels between 20% and 50%. Each scan is repeated with 10 randomly selected phase values. By using the same code for the analysis of these artificial signals as the one employed for the observed data, we get the result shown in Fig. 6 . In order to characterize the efficiency of the prewhitening, here we use the ratio A 3 /A 1 , where A 1 and A 3 denote the peak amplitudes after the first and third prewhitenings, respectively. Although in practice we use the SNR of the frequency spectra to select significant components, here the direct comparison of the amplitudes is more meaningful, because for noiseless signals SNR can be high even if the peak amplitude itself is small. Table 3 . The ratio of the peak amplitudes after the third and first prewhitenings are plotted as a function of the measured frequency distance (in [d It is clear from the figure that PC signals remain difficult to prewhiten, except perhaps near and below 1/T , when any types of signal can be prewhitened due to the proximity to the main pulsation component. Although periodic frequency modulation behaves similarly to secular period change above 1.5/T , it can be prewhitened (and therefore confused) with simple amplitude and phase modulations below this limit. When the secular change or periodic modulation of the pulsation frequency is strong, they are more easily separated from simple modulated signals (of types AM and PM, see Table 3 ). This happens at measured modulation frequencies greater than ∼ 2/T (see the gap starting at ∼ 0.0008 d −1 ). Additional separation between AM and PM signals is observable at modulation frequencies greater than ∼ 5/T , where, as expected, the AM type leaves the weakest trace after the third prewhitening. We conclude that the standard method of prewhitening we use for the analysis of the observed data is capable of making distinction between linear period change and signal modulation, but confusion occurs with periodic frequency modulations under observed modulation frequencies of 1.5/T . Modulation types AM and FM are also difficult to distinguish, except for short modulation periods, when type AM can be prewhitened more easily. These results support our phenomenological classification of variables given at the beginning of this section even in the case of long modulation periods.
Fig. 6. Testing various modulated signals as given in

New detections by using SAM
Here we re-address the question of the incidence rate of first overtone BL stars by applying the method of analysis and scheme of classification described in the previous sections.
The datasets used in the analysis are described in Sect. 2. The final statistics of classification are shown in Table 4 . Additional details of the analysis on a star-by-star basis are given in Table 5 . The result presented in Table 4 is based on the analysis of set #2 comprising the full available two-color data. In comparison with the similar summary of A00 (their Table 7 ), we see that the most striking difference is the increase of the incidence rate of the BL stars by almost a factor of two. This change can be attributed to the following effects. For the above reasons, we also find increases in the number of other types of variables. On the other hand, three stars, classified earlier by A00 as RR12 have been re-classified as MDM, or 'mysterious double-mode'. Basic properties of these stars are summarized in Table 6 . These objects have been reclassified mostly because of their somewhat extreme position in the color-magnitude diagram. Indeed, if we plot the derived average magnitudes and color indices on the color-magnitude diagram of Alcock et al. (2000a) , the three MDM stars fall to the high-luminosity red edge of the region populated by RR1 stars. We recall that in the LMC, V = 19.35 and V − R = 0.22, for the RR1 stars, with V − R < 0.3 for most of the variables (see Alcock et al. 2004) . Although these objects are about 1 mag fainter than the faintest first/second overtone doublemode Cepheids (see Soszyński et al. 2000) , it may still not be excluded that they are faint overtone Cepheids rather than bright and very red overtone RR Lyraes. It is also noted that there is a narrow overlap in the periods of these two classes of stars. One needs more accurate data to understand the status of these intriguing objects.
A slight change in the statistics of the above classification occurs if we consider double identifications due to field overlaps. We consider a star to be double-identified, if the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously: (i) the simple distance derived from the co-ordinates is smaller than 2 × 10 −3 degrees; (2) the difference between the periods is smaller than 10 −5 d. We find altogether 52 double-identified objects. Among these there are 32 RR1-S, 8 RR01, 5 PC, 1 BL1 and 3 BL2. It is noted that except for 3 marginal cases of PC/S ambiguities, the classifications of the double-identified objects are consistent. The multiple identifications lead to the revised incidence rates of 3.5% and 3.9% for the BL1 and BL2 stars, respectively. We see that the changes are insignificant.
Properties of the BL and MC stars
The basic data on the 99 BL stars are summarized in Table 7 . The description of the columns is given in the note added to the table. As mentioned, in the case of BL2 stars, the modulation frequency f BL stands for ( f + + f − )/2, where f + , f − denote the frequencies of the A + and A − modulation components and f 1 the main pulsation frequency. This type of averaging is justified, because from the 53 BL2 variables there are only 7 with δ f = | f + + f − − 2 f 1 | > 0.0001, 4 with δ f > 0.0002 and only one (star 15.10068.239) with δ f = 0.00048. Although this latter value might reflect statistically significant deviation from equidistant frequency spacing, the majority of the the variables are well within the acceptable deviations due to observational noise (see A00 for numerical tests).
The BL variables have been selected on the basis of the classification scheme described in Sect. 4. In that scheme, MCtype variables (i.e., those with multiple close periods) have been excluded from the class of BL stars. One may wonder if these variables could also be considered as some subclass of the BL variables. We think that without knowing the underlying physics behind the BL phenomenon, it is up to one's preference if class MC is considered as subclass BL. Although here we opted not to take this choice, we note that there are five variables among the MC stars that show symmetric peaks of BL2-type within the multiple peaks. In Fig. 7 we show two representative cases when the presence of the BL2 structure is obvious.
In order to be more specific on all five stars containing structures of type BL2, below we give a short description of their frequency spectra. In the following we use the notation ν 0 for the main pulsation component. 11.8751.1740 -The frequency spectrum shows some PC-type remnant at ν 0 , a symmetric pair of peaks around it and an additional component further away (see Fig. 7 ). 14.8376.548 -The frequency spectrum shows a symmetric pair of closely spaced peaks around ν 0 and an additional peak further away (see Fig. 7 ). 18.2357.757 -Classified as BL2 from the SAM analysis of set #1. From set #2 we found an additional close component, therefore the final classification has become of MC. 19.4671.684 -The frequency spectrum shows a dominantly BL2 structure, but there are additional peaks spred closely. 6.6697.1565 -The frequency spectrum shows two BL2 structures superposed, one with large and another one with small frequency separations. The closer pair has also lower amplitudes. The remaining eight stars from the MC variables show distinct peaks without any apparent BL2-type peak structures. Representative examples of these variables are shown in Fig. 8 . We see that these are indeed different from the ones generally classified as type BL.
It is interesting to examine the distribution of the size and the position of the modulation components. For comparison, in Fig. 9 we show the distributions of the modulation amplitudes both for the RR1 and RR0 BL stars. It is seen that in both classes there are variables with very high modulation amplitudes, exceeding 0.1 mag. This may correspond to ∼ 50% and ∼ 90% relative modulation levels for the RR0 and RR1 stars, respectively. In the other extreme, at low modulation amplitudes, we find cases near 0.01-0.02 mag. From the size of the noise and the number of the data points, we expect about these amplitudes as the lowest ones to be detected in this dataset. It is important to note that current investigations by Jurcsik and co-workers (Jurcsik et al. 2005a ) suggest that modulation may occur under 0.01 mag among fundamental mode Galactic field Blazhko stars. It is clear that we need more accurate data on the Notes: Dataset #2 is used; N + = number of cases when the larger modulation amplitude has a frequency greater than that of the main pulsation component; N tot = total number of BL stars identified in the given color.
LMC to check if these low modulation levels are more common also in other stellar systems.
Concerning the relative positions of the modulation components, in Table 8 we show the number of cases obtained in the different datasets with the larger modulation component preceding the main pulsation component. We see that in the case of RR1 stars we have nearly 50% probability that this happens. This result is basically independent of BL type, color and extent of the dataset. We recall that A03 derived 75% for this ratio for the RR0 stars in the LMC.
The present study has largely extended the range of the BL periods known for RR1 stars. The distributions of the modulation frequencies for the RR1 and RR0 stars are shown in Fig. 10 . Although the sample is much smaller for the RR1 stars, it is clear that there are more stars among them with short modulation periods than among the RR0 stars. Nevertheless, we should mention that Jurcsik et al. (2005a, b) found very short modulation periods also among RR0 stars, albeit in the Galactic field (i.e., SS Cnc and RR Gem with P BL = 5.3 and 7.2 d, respectively). It is also noted that the considerable surplus in the RR1-BL stars with long modulation periods can be attributed only partially to our lower limit set on f BL . We find that among the 34 stars contributing to the first bin in Fig. 10 for the plot of RR1 stars, there are only 11 with 1.0/T < f BL < 1.5/T and 16 with 1.0/T < f BL < 2.0/T . This implies a significant peak in the distribution function for f BL < 0.005 even with the omission of these objects with very long modulation periods. The lack of such a peak for the RR0 stars might indicate a difference in this respect between the RR0 and RR1 BL stars, but, due to the low sample size for the RR1 stars, we would caution against jumping to this conclusion.
Miscellaneous variables
In Table 9 we list the properties of the variables showing frequency spectra difficult to classify. We see that in most cases the detections are barely above the noise level. Therefore, we cannot exclude that at least some of these variables will turn out to be single-periodic RR1 stars, when more accurate data will be available. In the column "Comments" we show the period ratios in cases when some sort of double-mode pulsation can be suspected (without suggesting that those variables are indeed of double-mode ones). 
Conclusions
This work has been motivated by an earlier result of Alcock et al. (2000) on the low incidence rate of the first overtone Blazhko RR Lyrae (RR1-BL) stars in the LMC. They derived a rate of 4% for these stars, which is a factor of three lower than that of the fundamental mode (RR0) stars (see Alcock et al. 2003) . Soszyński et al. (2003) obtained a somewhat higher rate of 6% from the OGLE database. However, Alcock et al. (2000) used MACHO 'r' data that have somewhat lower signalto-noise ratio for the objects of interest, and, in addition, the data analyzed then, spanned a shorter time base than the ones available now. This suggests that the incidence rate could be higher than the one deciphered earlier. In a full utilization of all available data we employed a spectrum averaging method that enabled us to increase the detection rate by 18% in comparison to the best single color (i.e., 'b') rates. The main conclusion of this paper is that indeed, the incidence rate of the RR1-BL stars in the LMC is higher than previously derived from nearly the same database. Even though the rate is 7.5% now, it is still significantly lower than that of the RR0 stars. This latter rate is 12%, that we also expect to increase slightly when the same method as the one used in this paper on RR1 stars is to be employed also on RR0 stars. This means, that, at least for the LMC, we can treat as a wellestablished fact that RR1-BL stars are significantly less frequent than their counterparts among the RR0 stars. It is also remarkable that after filtering out the main pulsation component, the highest amplitude peak appears with equal probability at both sides of the frequency of the main pulsation component.
We recall that in the case of RR0 stars there is a 75% preference toward the higher frequency side. The smallest modulation amplitudes detected for RR1 stars are near 0.02 mag. For the larger sample of RR0 stars this limit goes down to 0.01 mag. The relative size of the modulation may reach 90% for RR1 stars, whereas the same limit is only 50% for the RR0 stars. Furthermore, RR1-BL stars have a relatively large population of short-periodic (P BL < 20 d) variables, which region is nearly empty for the RR0 stars in the LMC.
Since the underlying physical mechanism of the BL phenomenon is still unknown, it is also unknown if these (and other) observational facts will put strong (or even any) constraints on future theories. Nevertheless, since these statistics are based on large samples, their significance is high and surely cannot be ignored in the theoretical discussions. For example, we note that the very existence of BL1 stars puts in jeopardy the present forms of both currently available models (magnetic oblique rotator/pulsator by Shibahashi 2000; non-radial resonant model by Nowakowski & Dziembowski 2001 ; see however Dziembowski & Mizerski 2004 ). 
